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ILLIN0/8 POWER COMPANY
CLINToN POWER STATION, P.o. box 678. CLINTON. ILLINOIS 61727

June 12, 1985

Docket No. 50-461

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: Mr. W. R. Butler, Chief

Licensing Branch No. 2
Division of Licensing
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory. Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Subj ect: Clinton Power Station Unit 1
Request for Additional Information
CPS Position on Branch Technical
Position, PSB-1

Dear Mr. Butler:

This letter is to confirm a telephone discussion of April 23, 1985,
which concerned revising our response to question 430.135 of the Clinton;

i Power Station (CPS) Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) and to reduce
the scope of the voltage verification test required in question 430.135.

The purpose of the voltage tests is to prove "the... validity of the
mathematical model..." in order that the "... validity of the results of
the analyses is also established...". Illinois Power Company believes
that the mathematical model used in CPS's voltage calculation which was
done by Sargent & Lundy (S&L) has already been validated in accordance
with the Branch Technical Position PSB-1. This validation has been
documented to the NRC in a report prepared by EG&G Idaho, Inc. (Report
No. EGG-EA-5306). The report demonstrated that voltage tests done at
Commonwealth Edison's Lion Power Station were within t.65% of voltage
calculated by S&L's Valtage Calculation Procedure. This is the same
Voltage Calculation ?!rocedrte which was used at the Clinton Power
Station.

The S&L procedure used consisted of three basic steps:

1. S&L reviews tertified test reports and drawings supplied from
the vendors to obtain data for use in the computer program.
This includes transformer, cable, and bus duct impedances<

which are actual values of equipment in use at CPS.

2. S&L uses chis data as input to their Electrical Auxiliary
System Analysis program (EASY) which calculates voltage drop
and short circuit currents for the Auxiliary Power System at
CPS. Tne program calculates the expected voltages on each bus
from the 345 kv and 138 kv levels down to the 480 v Unit Sub-
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station. levels for No Load, Steady State Loaded, and Motor.
Starting Loaded _ conditions. -The program is_run for.a number
of different operating configurations including _ Normal

-Operation,;Startup, Shutdown, and Loss of Coolant Accident
(LOCA). Additional. hand calculations are prepared for.,

voltages at-the 480V MCC and 120V level. The computer code
has been validated using a benchmark problem. A further
-description of this code is enclosed.

3.: The entire-calculation method from review of test report to
completion of-the hand calculation is independently reviewed
according to S&L's General 0ffice Procedures GOP 4-1 and S&L
General Quality Assurance Procedure GQ 2.03.

It'is our intent to reduce the scope of the test required in
-question 430.135 to voltage measurements on the following buses:

4.16 kv 1A1
480V 1A
480V Shutdown Service Water MCC 1A
120V Distribution Panel in SSW MCC.1A

We would also measure the voltage across the 120V contactor which feeds
~

valve 1SX014A. This service contains one of the longest 120V cable

runs. !

We have_ attached a proposed change in our response to 430.135 in
the CPS FSAR and the description of the EASY computer code.

.Please contact us if you have any questions regarding this
information.

Sincerely yours,

/1 \,

L (".]q.
t- F. A. S ngep erg

Director - Nth. lear Licensing

and Configuration
Nuclear Station Engineering.
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cc: B. L. Siegel, NRC Clinton Licensing Project Manager
NRC Resident Office.

Regional Administrator, Region III, USNRC' ,

i- Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety
'
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Attachtrent

CPS-FSAR AMENDMENT 13. .

"
+ FEBRUARY 1982

Dropout voltage tor relays and contractors are substantiallyi

lower than the minimum expected voltage during this transient
condition. Therefore, relays and contactors will not drop

,

out. Also, the instrumentation will not be damaged during i

j anticipated low-voltage-transients.

Therefore, in order to optimize the setting for the second
level of undervoltage relays, the control relays and the
solid state equipment at 120 Vac were selected as the voltage
limiting factor. Using this criteria, the second level
undervoltage setpoint was found to be 3715 Vac. Using
this lower setpoint allows sufficient margin between the
second level undervoltage relays and the minimum expected
voltage of 3838 Vac as shown above.

The Technical Specifications (Section 3/4 3.3) allow toler-
ance at 4 kV for second level undervoltage relay that corre-
sponds to about 19 V based on the setpoint of 3715 v. There-
fore, the setpoint in the technical specification for second
level will be specified as 3734 i 19 V that will correspond
to a relay setpoint of 106.2 1 0.5 V (based on 4200- to
120 -V potential transformers) .

The low tolerance of the setpoint corresponds to 3715 V
at the 4-kV level that is the minimum value for successful( operation of equipment at all levels. The high tolerance
corresponds to 3753 V at the 4-kV level and is substantially
lower than the worst case minimum expected voltage of 3848 Y
to preclude spurious trips.

We have contacted the relay manufacturer, and he has advised
us that there is no draft in setpoint of second level of
UV relays.

4. Accumulation of data to verify the analytical techniques
andassumptionsofthevoltageanalysiswillbeperformegin accordance with the guidelines provided in Part 4 of
this question. Recorded voltage values and analytically
derived voltage values will .e compared to demonstrate
the validity of the analysis.

} only 4,Ilo }li! Ihl, 4 80 V IA, 410V ShetAnonses

Strn'et Ulster- f1C,t. |4, it0V dist panelin SSW p1cc IA,
and. Izov contactor coil for valve isxoI4A
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When designing power house auxiliary electrical systems, it
_- y puis always necessary to perform short circuit calculations

, and motor voltage drop calculations in order to specifyi
'

"

.. transformers and switchgear. LThe Electrical Auxiliary Systems?A N > '

uAnalysis: Program was developed to reduce the time required for
: g% # ' ahand calculations and also 'to ' standardize the ' calculation. pro-f,g8
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:cedure.
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.dsThe short ; circuit calculation method is performed in accordance. *E'1 3'
y

'c'! :~twith the procedure outlined in ANSI Standard C37.010-5.3.2. The
!x. method utilizes a positive' sequence network which is reduced to

| . i;, obtain a Thevenin equivalent circuit. The interrupting current7
i V .vis obtained by dividing the prefault voltage (obtained from an

iterative =1oad flow scheme) by the equivalent network positive< mc
j sequence impedance. fA multiplying factor is then' applied to'

the resultant current to account for the ac and dc decrements..

(- ! The multiplying factor can be obtained from curves in the ANSI
; .C-37 standard by knowing the ratio of the equivalent circuit

reactance to the equivalent circuit resistance and the breaker;

. operating time.y ' .T >
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The second principle calculation performed by the program is
to determine the voltage drop at the motor terminals while
starting under load. 'This calculation begins by establishing

..an initial voltage on the auxiliary power system buses based_,

' -'on a minimum source voltage and full load condition. 4

At thebus where the specified motor is to be started two reactances
are determined for that bus; one reactance to represent'the

. starting motor and one reactance to represent the'other runningp

load on the bus. The' starting motor reactance is the locked m

rotor reactance for that particular motor. The other running
load reactance is calculated using the MVA of the remaining
connected motor load. The voltage at the motor terminal is
then established in an iterative fashion usi,ng the full loadbus voltage as an initial condition.

III. COMPUTATION STEPS AND SYSTEM FLOW
,

The program flow has the following general sequence: read data,calculate bus loads (full load, short circuit loads and motor
sstarting loads), calculate bus short circuit current, calculate J

,

(C; voltage at motor terminals during starting and print results. "
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The program in.itially reads in the case data and assigns
typical values (see Section IV) for missing data when neces-
sary. The initial set of data can be changed and a new case
can be run immediately after all calculations have been per-
formed on the first case.

The next step in the program flow is the calculation of the
~

various types of bus loadings. The bus loading in KW and KVAR
is first calculated utilizing motor horsepower, power factor
and efficiency. These values are then used to calculate a
bus full load impedance. An impedance is also calculated for
each bus which represents the reactance of the other running
load during motor starting calculations. Momentary and inter-
rupting short circuit impedances are calculated for each bus
using the appropriate multipliers (from ANSI C-37) - based on
individual motor horsepower and rpm.

The program next calculates the short circuit current at each
network bus. If the auxiliary transformer impedances are not
initially specified, the program will determine the transformer
MVA using the connected motor load and a .9 diversity factor.
The program will then assume a very low transformer impedance
and increase it in .25 per unit increments until the fault duty
just meets the switchgear rating.i Prior to each fault calcula-

' tion,~the program calculates a prefault voltage on each auxiliary
system bus to account for the reduced bus voltage resulting from
the increase in transformer impedance. The bus full load imped-
ance is also adjusted for the change in voltage. The fault'

~

. calculation is performed using the method outlined.in the ANSI
C-37 standard. The fault calculation uses the maximum source
voltage (see data card) as the system voltage and applies the
transformer manufacturing tolerance if utilized in a subtractive
manner.

After ?.he program calculates the fault duty on each auxiliary
bus and the transformer impedance has been determined, if not
specified as input data, the program then calculates the motor
terminal voltage under starting conditions. The calculation
utilizes the minimum source voltage (see data card) and applies
the transformer manufacturing tolerance in an additive manner.

After all the calculations for a particular case have been
completed, the program prints the results of that case along
with all input data either specified or assumed by the program.
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